
Preparing the file 

1. Open the latest payment schedule 
2. Navigate to the tab with the latest month (not the pivot)  

 

3. Right click the tab > move or copy > to book > new book, ensuring that the ‘create a copy’ 
field is ticked 

 

4. Rename the data tab “Master” 
5. Select all data and rename it as “(Month)Data” e.g: “AugData” in the name box (click on the 

box that says A1 in the picture below and type over it): 

 

6. Save this down in the relevant month as “Monthly payment file [month] split by provider”  
7. Copy the list of desired provider codes into a new tab of the sheet (or whichever desired 

data you would like to filter, for example a list of CBU names etc.). 
8. Select the data of the relevant provider code list and rename it as “Provider” as in step 5 

above. Note: this name drives the macro so if you name this something else, amend the 
word ‘Provider’ in the macro code. 

Running the macro 

1. Navigate back to the Master tab 
2. Click the ‘developer’ tab and then ‘Visual Basic’ 



 

3. Click ‘Insert’ and then ‘Module’ 
4. Copy and paste the first macro from the macro script sheet. This will filter the macro. If using 

for a different purpose, the items in these quote marks “ ” will be the items filtered out; 
amend the code as necessary. For example, 13R etc below: 

 

5. Press play 
6. Check that everything worked correctly, then repeat steps 1 to 2, this time with the second 

macro from the document. This will separate out into tabs 
7. Check that the tabs contain only the relevant provider and that the macro has worked 

correctly. 
8. If all worked properly, proceed with the final macro to split out into separate files. 
9. The files will save into the same folder as where the master file is saved, so ensure it is a 

separate folder to other work. It will save down every tab so ensure any irrelevant ones are 
deleted. 

Tips to make the email sending quicker: 

1. Once you’ve drafted the email, make it into a template so that you can just click a button to 
have the email done 

2. On the contact file, create a new column and concatenate the trust name and e.g: “ Month 5 
Payment Schedule”. You can then copy and paste this as your subject line when you look up 
contacts to save you typing it over and over 

  



Troubleshooting 

If the macro doesn’t function correctly, there may be several reasons why. 

The main point to check is the “AutoFilter” field. Make sure that this corresponds to the 
commissioner’s column, or whichever column you wish to filter. 

If the filter macro doesn’t work, you can record a macro with your own filter and then copy and 
paste the code for future use. To do this, click the developer tab > record macro and do the filter you 
would like, then press stop. If you then click visual basic, you will be able to see the macro code. 


